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About This Content

The dramatic stylings of FX Bilodeau, composed for The Shrouded Isle. Cello played by Camille Frappier-Fortin and piano by
Louise Francoeur.

Track list:
1. Sacrificial Overture (40s)

2. Scorned Anew (2:34)
3. Skyclad Faith (4:35)

4. Lethargic Deosil (5:20)
5. Duetarium (5:02)

6. Rite of Ostara (6:15)
7. Dawning Down the Madness (5:44)

8. Chernobog of the Fall (5:56)
9. Lingam Pentacle (5:49)

Total running time: 41 minutes.
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the shrouded isle soundtrack

'Stick Fight' with tanks.. If you like old school shooters you'll like this. Health packs, 90s graphics, weird collision detection. I
will say the game does late some things, as I'm sure you've already read, but I'll say again, no in game way to change controls, no
graphical settings and no audio settings. So if you have headphones on take them off, ALT-TAB and turn down the game
manually unless you like to bleed from the ears. I'm only on level 6 but I am enjoying myself. Deaths aren't too common but I
can see where some might find it difficult, if you remember the kind of damage enemies did in Redneck Rampage then you'll
know how these enemies treat ya.

Lastly I will say it does feel like the game isn't fully complete, on the Greenlight Page it stated 4 episodes with 10 levels each
and here we are waiting on Episode 2. So, I believe dev should slap an "Early Access" sticker on this bad boy.

TLTR:
Great old school feel
May be difficult for those who didn't grow up on 90s games
Feels like Early Access
No Graphic/Audio/Control settings as of now.
Headphone users beware
I personally think it's fun. Played it the last time 8 years ago, returned to it hoping for some nostalgia feels.

The nostalgic feels are there, but the game is severily flawed. One, it's not really an Unreal title. The only links to Unreal 1 are
the Skaarj and... That's about it. No Na Pali, no Unreal 1 guns, even the music isn't similar. There's just one track that feels like
original Unreal - the one which plays in the Damn mission.

Gameplay is OK for the most part, though the character feels very clunky and slow. It's kind of like they tried to ditch the arena
shooter movement and adapt a more realistic approach. This, combined with the fact that most enemies have hitscan weapons,
makes avoiding hits in a lot of situations next to impossible. There were several times when I had 4 health left and I'd die even
before I heard the gunshot. The fact that you can't change difficulty mid-campaign makes the issue even worse, since early
levels where enemies don't have hitscan are relatively easy.

Overall, a game by a different studio, with no links to the roots, and kinda meh gameplay. Played it for nostalgia value, wouldn't
touch it if it wasn't for that.. Striker's Edge is one of those multiplayer games that is easy to play but hard to master. A necessary
recipe for any long-lasting multiplayer game.
The graphics look fresh and it is surprisingly deep!
Well worth a try!. This is a good example of where the developers put all their chips on the multiplayer portion and
basically♥♥♥♥♥♥on the campaign. I finished two stages of the campaign on normal, checked my progress and found that I
was halfway done. The primary gun shoots like a funnel and unless you are not moving and crouching don't expect anything to
hit the enemy. On the subject of enemies, I've shot a couple in the head with a high powered rifle only to see them jerk their
head slightly and keep coming at me like a terminator. The "drones" or RC cars are more of a gimmick than a useful tool, most
are just a kamikaze bomb. The icing on the cake is apparently the multiplayer servers are down for good. So what are you
buying? Three hours of gameplay.. I wanted to like this game! Unfortunately, the best part about this game is the soundtrack.
Unfortunately, the game doesn't know basic words (e.g. Week is known, but weak is not).

If you are going to make a word puzzle game, at least include ALL of the words possible to make from each word.. Das
Geisterschiff skips out on the usual crap you have to deal with in dungeon crawling like xp, loot, and so on so that you can focus
more on pure survival as you try to finish each dungeon. All of your resources from health, ammo, and even saves are limited
forcing you to plan carefully. Or in the least barge in recklessly and then replay it carefully. However, even with care sometimes
you'll lose the dice roll and be forced to reload, or restart, but that's just the nature of the game.

A simplistic yet highly tactical dungeon crawler with a great aesthetic that well test your resource management skills and
occasionally your patience as well. A welcome change for anyone looking for a different kind of dungeon crawler.
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This Multiplayer Expansion aged really badly and the gameplay is not fun imo, unlike the original Half Life, dont recomend this
unless you can get it for free by buying one of the Half Life 2 Games.. This game rules and has workshop support and the
community already created manny pardo and hitler..

You did good community you did good.. TOO SCARY YOO. Initially I bought it because I saw that the artwork was made by
Satchely, the artist behind the VN that's really close to my heart: DDLC.

And to be fully honest, I thought I'd refund it really early in. But, to my surprise, I was completely blown away. The artwork was
undeniably amazing, the music together with the ambient sounds were really awesome and the story was great as well. One of
my best 4\u20ac purchases so far.

Also yuri undertones, nice~. Tl;dr: the real challenge is your endurance to constant crashing.

Fun when it runs, but plenty of achievements require completing albums in one sitting and this game seems to become more
prone to freezing and crashing over time.

I'll just add now that the game randomly stutters at times, and when this happens the performance doesn't recover so it needs to
be closed and relaunched. Slightly less frequently is the crashing, where the game freezes and balloons to swallow any
unoccupied RAM (and my system uses 16GB!), and occasionally it's courteous enough to crash itself. More often than not
though, I have to open Task Manager and kill it myself.. awesome dungeon played game. Moto Racer 4 is back on track for
good.

I will do a quick evaluation PROs/CONs

PRO:

- Really fun on splitscreen
- Easy to handle (it takes a few laps to really handle the joystick but after it's really easy to master it)
- you can push your opponents out of tracks. In Splitscreen mod it's just awesome how your friend can be mad at you really
quickly!
- Good Carreer mode / Good difficulty level. You can choose yourself the difficulty. 1st race took me 30min before being able
to beat the 3stars!!
- IA is really tough sometimes so it's great because it's never easy. You've got to do the perfect race everytime.
- Good number of tracks and Racers so far
- HUD is simple.

CON: 
- For now it's hard to find a party online. First time I was lucky I found it instanly. Now it much much longer. We need more
people online guys! -> Invite your friend mode works well.
- Can't add IA on multiplayer to fill the rank.

Suggestion: 
- Replay mode to edit video would be great.
- Being able to personalise the soundtracks.

It's really an arcade game. I've seen people complaining about the graphics. I disagree with them as this game is not a simulation
game. it's more focus on the fun and how easy it is to handle. And for that Moto Racer 4 is doing a good job.
The only con would be that there are not enough players online.
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